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Abstract

Performance of iCAR system - a new load balancing schem
in wireless networks - is analyzed. Traffic capacity enhance
ment of the iCAR system with respect to the conventiona
cellular system, without any load balancing, is evaluated
It is shown that, with a moderate amount of relay coverage
perfect load balancing can be achieved, thus enabling th
system to support maximum possible traffic intensity for a
given grade of service.

1 Introduction

Traditional cellular systems have been very successful i
providing voice services since the first analog system wa
introduced about fifteen years ago. In the last decade, wit
the unprecedented increase in demand for personal mob
ity and dependence on personal communications, both th
number of subscribers and the amount of wireless traffic
have surged at an exploding speed. With the advent of In
ternet, especially the wireless access to the Internet, wire
less data traffic is expected to exacerbate the demand f
bandwidth. The carriers and infrastructure providers now
face a major challenge in meeting the increased bandwidt
demand of mobile Internet users.

At the same time, various efforts in providing different
access services such as wireless LANs, ad hoc network
Bluetooth and home RF networks, are further stimulating
the growth of wireless traffic and the requirement for a ubiq-
uitous wireless infrastructure. Moreover, continued prolif-
eration of these services will call for interoperability be-
tween heterogeneous networks such as ad hoc and cellu
systems. In addition, such an interoperability will create
heavier traffic in cellular systems as more and more traffic
from wireless LANs, ad hoc networks and Bluetooth de-
vices, will be carried by the cellular infrastructure.�
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For reasons cited above and the fact that the traffic in fu-
ture cellular systems will be more bursty and unevenly dis-
tributed than conventional voice traffic, it is anticipated that
congestionwill occur in peak usage hours even in the next
generation (e.g., 3rd generation or 3G) systems, which will
have increased capacity. By congestion, we mean that in
some cells, data channels (DCHs) are less frequently avai
able, thereby deteriorating the grade of service (GoS) in
those cells to a level below a prescribed threshold (e.g.
the GoS above 2%). Note, however, that control channels
(CCHs) for signaling (or paging) may still be accessible by
all mobile hosts (MHs) in a congested cell.

Presence ofunbalanced trafficwill exacerbate the prob-
lem of limited capacity in existing wireless systems. Specif-
ically, some cells may be heavily congested (calledhot
spots), while the other cells may still have enough available
DCHs. In other words, even though the traffic load does not
reach the maximum capacity of the entire system, a signif-
icant number of calls may be blocked and dropped due to
localized congestion. Since the locations of hot spots vary
from time to time (e.g., downtown areas on Monday morn-
ing, or amusement parks in Sunday afternoon), it is diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to provide the guarantee of sufficient
resources in each cell in a cost-effective way. Congestion
due to unbalanced traffic can be a real problem in wire-
less networks. For example, when providing emergency
telecommunications at a disaster site, due to heavy cellu
lar traffic demand, severe congestion may be experience
by critical disaster relief officials when communications are
needed the most [1]. Increasing bandwidth of a cellular sys
tem (e.g., the number of DCHs in each cell) can increase
the system capacity but not the efficiency in dealing with
the time-varying unbalanced traffic.

Recently, a novel approach has been proposed in [3],[4]
which shows a direction of how to evolve from the exist-
ing, heavily-invested cellular infrastructure to next gener-
ation wireless systems that scale well with the number of
mobile hosts and, in particular, overcome the congestion by
$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 1
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dynamically balancing the loadamong different cells in a
cost-effective way. The scheme combines conventional cel
lular technology and ad hoc wireless networking technol-
ogy. The basic idea of the proposed system, called iCAR
(integrated Cellular and Ad hoc Relay), is to place a numbe
of ad hoc relay stations (ARSs) at strategic locations, which
can be used to relay signals between MHs and base station
By using ARSs, it is possible to divert traffic from one (pos-
sibly congested) cell to another (non-congested) cell. This
helps to circumvent congestion, and makes it possible to
maintain (or hand-off) calls involving MHs that are mov-
ing into a congested cell, or to accept new call requests in
volving MHs that are in a congested cell. Although this
paper focuses only on the issues related to load balancing
there are many other benefits of the proposed iCAR sys
tem. For example, the ARSs can, in a flexible manner, ex
tend the cellular system’s coverage (similar to the wireless
routers used in the Rooftop system[5]), and provide inter-
operability between heterogeneous systems (by connectin
ad hoc networks and wireless LANs to Internet for exam-
ple). Additional benefits include enhanced reliability (or
fault-tolerance) of the system, and potential improvemen
in MHs’ battery life and transmission rate.

In the multihop cellular systems approach presented in
[2], relaying is performed by MHs, and thus that approach
shares many disadvantages in terms of security (authent
cation, privacy), billing, and mobility management (of the
MHs) with mobile ad hoc networks as discussed in [4]. In
addition, the main goal of the multihop cellular systems is
to reduce the number of base transceiver systems (BTSs)
the transmission power of each BTS, but it can no longer
guarantee a full coverage of the area. In fact, even in the
ideal case where every MH (in an area not covered by an
BTS) can find a relaying route (through other MHs), the
multihop approach will neither increase the system capacity
nor decrease the call blocking/dropping probability, unless
a large percentage of the calls are intra-cell calls (i.e., calls
whose source and destination are in the same cell), whic
usually is not the case in practice.

Note that the proposed relaying through ARSs is usefu
in any cellular system where congestion may occur, even
though a call may not be allocated a dedicated DCH al
the time (or in other words, during the entire call duration).
Also, if one simply treats the ISM band as an additional
set of channels that can be used in a cellular system (by
e.g., modifying each BTS so that it is equipped with the
R-interface as well), one will not be able to balance loads
among cells or to eliminate congestion in hot-spot cells via
relaying. Other approaches such as those using cell spli
ting and sectorization can not serve as substitutes either, a
though they may be used in conjunction with the approach
proposed in [4].

Our objective here is to analyze load balancing perfor-
0-7695-1435-9/02 
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mance of the recently proposed iCAR system. We quant
the steady-state performance of iCAR system underideal-
ized wireless channel conditions, where the fading effects
are assumed non-existent and the usage of ISM band p
no restriction. We show that, in the three-tier example n
work studied in this paper, the iCAR system increases ch
nel capacity of a congested cell by approximately 70%.

Remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sect
2 reviews the principle of operation and main benefits
the proposed iCAR system. In Section 3, we present
system performance analysis of iCAR. Section 4 conta
the numerical results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 An Overview of iCAR System

In this section, we describe briefly the principle of oper
tion and the main benefits of iCAR system (see [4] for mo
details). To simplify the following presentation, we will fo
cus on cellular systems where each BTS is controlled b
Mobile Switching Center (MSC) [6],[7].

Each ARS has two air interfaces, the C (for cellular) in
terface for communications with a BTS and the R (for r
laying) interface for communicating with an MH or anothe
ARS. Also, MHs should have two air interfaces: the C in
terface for communicating with a BTS, and the R interfa
for communicating with an ARS. In addition, each ARS
under the control of a MSC, and has limited mobility. Suc
a feature is important to ensure that a relaying route can
set up fast and maintained with a high degree of stabil
Routing in the proposed system is similar to that of havi
a hybrid (both hierarchical and flat) structure in [8] for effi
cient routing and hand-offs in mobile ATM networks. Th
difference between the two is that in the latter, path exte
sion (or relay) is between two (fixed) BTSs through dire
wired links. The R interface (as well as the medium acce
control (MAC) protocol used) is similar to that used in wire
less LANs or ad hoc networks (see for example [9]-[18
Note that because multiple ARSs can be used for relayi
the transmission range of each ARS using its R interfa
can be much shorter than that of a BTS, which implies th
an ARS can be much smaller and less costly than a BT
At the same time, it is possible for ARSs to communica
with each other and with BTSs at a higher data rate th
MHs can, due to limited mobility of ARSs and specialize
hardware (and power source).

In the iCAR system relaying occurs even without o
curance of congestion in the network, such that whene
there is a difference in traffic pattern among neighbori
cells the relays are activated to mitigate the difference.
terference in cellular band due to channel borrowing
avoided in this scheme. However, one still needs to ta
care of the interference issues in the ISM band.
$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 2
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MH X

Ad-hoc Relay Station (ARS)

Mobile Host (MH)

Relay (R) Interface

Cellular (C) Interface

Virtual Connection

MH X’

BS B
ARS2

ARS1
BS A

Figure 1: Primary relaying. Mobile host X (MH X) in cell A
operates on a channel from base station B via ISM band relays.

Primary Relaying: In an existing cellular system, with-
out any load balancing strategy incorporated, if MH X in
Fig. 1 is involved in a new call (as a caller or callee) but it
finds no DCH in cell A at that moment, the new call will be
blocked. In the iCAR system, MH X in cell A, canswitch-
over to the R interface to communicate with an ARS in a
neighboring cell (cell B, which is less congested), possibly
through other ARSs in cell A (see Fig. 1 for an example),
and thus the call can be served directly by relaying. We
call this strategyprimary relaying. The process of chang-
ing over from C interface to R interface (or vice versa) is
referred as switching-over, which is similar to (but differ-
ent from) frequency-hopping [6],[19],[20]. A relaying route
between MH X and its corresponding (i.e., caller or callee)
MH X � can also be established, in which case, both MHs
need to switch-over from their C interfaces to their R inter-
faces, even though the probability of this event is typically
very low.

Secondary Relaying: If primary relaying is not possible,
because, for example in Fig. 1, ARS 1 is not close enough to
MH X to be a proxy (and there are no other nearby ARSs),
then one may resort tosecondary relayingso as to free up
a DCH from BTS A for MH X. An example is given in
Fig. 2(a), where MH Y denotes any MH in cell A which is
currently involved in a call. One may establish a relaying
route between MH Y and BTS B (or any other neighbor-
ing less congested cell). In this way, after MH Y switches-
over, the DCH freed by MH Y can now be used by MH X.
Note that, since the probability of finding an on-going call
covered by an ARS is much higher than that of a blocked
call, the likelihood of secondary relaying is much higher
than that of primary relaying. In addition, although the con-
cept of having an MH-to-MH call via ARSs only (i.e., no
BTSs are involved) is similar to that in ad hoc networking,
a distinct feature (and advantage) of the proposed integrate
system is that an MSC can perform (or at least assist in
performing) critical call management functions such as au-
thentication, billing, and locating the two MHs and finding
and/or establishing a relaying route between them, as men
0-7695-1435-9/02 
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tioned earlier. Such a feature is also important to ensure th
switching-over of the two MHs (this concept is not applica
ble to ad hoc networks) is completed fast enough so as not
disconnect the on-going call involving the two MHs or no
to cause severe quality of service (QoS) degradation (ev
though the two MHs may experience a “glitch” or jitter).

X

D

(b)

A

B A

C

(a)

BC

Y

ARS1ARS2

ARS2

ARS3

ARS1

Y

X

Figure 2: (a) Secondary relaying.MH X in cell A operates on
a freed channel fromMH Y. MH Y now operates on a borrowed
channel from cell B viaARS� andARS� . (b) Cascaded-secondary
relaying.MH X operates on a freed channel fromMH Y in cell A.
MH Y now operates on a borrowed channel from cell C via relay
ARS� , ARS� , andARS� .
Cascaded-Secondary Relaying: If neither primary relay-
ing (as shown in Fig. 1), nor basic secondary relaying (a
shown in Fig. 2(a)) works, the new call may still be sup
ported. As shown in Fig. 2(b), one may apply the basi
secondary relaying strategy twice in cascade, to relay an o
going call from a host (MH Y) to a cell (cell C in Fig. 2(b)).
In this way, the freed channel can be allocated to a new ho
(MH X), while a borrowed channel from cell C will be allo-
cated to the MH Y. We call this strategycascaded relaying.
Note that in this case cell B in our example (see Fig. 2) doe
not lose any channel capacity.

In addition to the above relaying strategies, one desig
issue that is critical in iCAR is the number and placemen
of ARSs[4].

3 Performance Analysis

Given the above description of the iCAR system, in this sec
tion we analyze its performance. The analysis shows ho
the variation of ARS coverage (i.e.,� ) affects the system
load balancing performance. It also shows the maximu
possible capacity gain that can be achieved in the propos
iCAR system. Although in reality the traffic distribution
in different cells can be uneven, for analytical tractability
we consider a 3-tier cellular structure, as shown in Fig. 3
where the most congested cell (A) is surrounded by les
congested tier B cells, which, in turn, are surrounded b
even lesser-congested tier C cells. The analysis main
takes into account the traffic imbalance in different cells an
$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 3
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assumes smooth (Poissonian) traffic arrival and independe
(exponentially distributed) service process, i.e., Erlang-B
(M/M/m/mqueuing) traffic model [6]. Also, the ISM band
channel capacity for relaying traffic is assumed to be suffi-
cient so that whenever a mobile host is reachable to an ARS
relaying is possible.

We provide here a steady-state solution for the traffic
intensities achieved after load balancing through relaying
which combines the effects of primary and secondary relay
ing. The strategy for load balancing in the proposed iCAR
(and hence the analytical framework outlined below) is as
follows: Primary relaying operates on new calls in a cell to
reduce the traffic intensity in that cell to exceed the aver-
age traffic intensity of the network. However, due to limited
ARS coverage, its effect is limited, because it can only op-
erate on a fraction	 (which is the normalized ARS coverage
area in a cell) of blocked calls. Secondary relaying, on the
other hand, operates on ongoing calls within the ARS cov-
erage area in that cell so that the remaining “heat” (exces
traffic) can be distributed among the neighboring cells. One
has to devise this strategy; otherwise, if one tries to relay
every blocked call from a “hot” cell, that cell may become
“cooler” than the average “temperature” of the network, and
the surrounding cells, which take those extra calls, are go
ing to be “hotter” than the average “temperature” of the net-
work. In other words, this strategy is required for proper
load balancing.

We focus on a three-tier system where that the “hot” cell
(cell A) is surrounded by “cooler” (in the sense of traffic
intensity) cells (i.e., tier B and tier C cells), as depicted in
Figure 3 (because the effect of relaying become less signifi
cant beyond tier C, and similar techniques can be applied t
a bigger system as well). We also assume that spatial distr
bution of calls in a cell is uniform, so that a call is covered
by an ARS with probability	 . Tier B and tier C cells have
stable traffic patterns,
�� and 
� (in Erlang), respectively.
Consider the scenario wherein cell A traffic (
�� Erlang) is
growing, thus causing a growing impact on surrounding tier
B and tier C cells. A relatively “hot” cell spreads out its
traffic to its surrounding relatively “cold” cells through pri-
mary and secondary relaying, respectively. Traffic is not
spread to an equally (or more) loaded surrounding cell. We
do not consider the cascaded-secondary relaying scheme
our analysis, as in our three tier cell model it gives little
improvement over secondary relaying.

Since cellular band interference due to channel borrow
ing is absent in the iCAR system, given
 � , 
 � , and 
  , if
perfect load balancing is achieved, steady-state traffic inten
sity per cell will be given by


���� 
 ����� 
 ������� 
 ��� � (1)

The excess traffic in a cell,
��� !
 � (where "#�%$'&#()&+* ),
will determine the amount of load balancing that will be
0-7695-1435-9/02 
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Figure 3:The cell model considered in our analysis. The cell with
the thickest boundary indicates the most congested cell, where
the cell with the thinnest boundary indicates the least congeste
one.

required in that cell. In our model,
 �-, 
 � , 
 /. 
 � , and
 � could be larger, equal, or smaller than
 � .
Excess traffic to be relayed from cell A to neighboring

tier B cells is 0 
 �  1
 �32 . Traffic that can be relayed in cell
A is 	4
 � , out of which maximum traffic that can be served
through primary and secondary relaying is	5
 �306�  87�9� 2 ,
where 7�9� is the steady-state blocking probability in tier B
cells. For certain traffic patterns, beyond a specific	 value,
relaying more than: 
�� (where ;<.=: 
��?>@	4
�� ) amount
of traffic from cell A may cause cell A to become “cooler”
than the surrounding tier B cells, which could lead tore-
verse cooling effect1. This introduces new traffic imbalance,
which is not acceptable. Therefore, maximum allowable
traffic out of 	4
 �A0B�  C7�9� 2 is : 
 �D0B�  C7�9� 2 . So, total traffic
served through relaying in cell A is

E � ��FHGJI � 0 
 �  K
 �L2 & : 
 �D0B�  17 9� 2 � � (2)

Therefore, in the steady-state, remaining traffic in cell A
after relaying is: 
 9� �M
 �  E � � (3)

Hence, steady-state call blocking probability in cell A due
to relaying is obtained as

7 9� � 0 
N9� 26O!P)Q!RS O�UT�V 0 
 9� 2 � P " R
W�8X 0 
 9� &Y7 9� & QZ2 & (4)

whereQ is the number of cellular band channels per cell.
Since the traffic in a cell is uniformly distributed and the

call coverage by an ARS in a cell is uniform, without loss
of generality, we assume that relayed calls from cell A will
load all six tier B cells equally. Thus, all tier B cells being

1This situation may arise when the initial traffic loads in tier C cells
are very low, whereas traffic loads in cell A, and tier B cells are almos
the same and at a much higher level, and the fractional ARS coverage,[ ,
has an intermediate value; i.e.,[ is such that only partial load balancing is
achievable.
$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 4
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equally loaded, they will not exchange traffic through relay-
ing. So, a tier B cell can only relay traffic to its surrounding
tier C cells (since these cells have less call blocking proba
bility). Traffic relayed from cell A to each of surrounding
tier B cells is \�]^ . So, total traffic in cell B, including re-
layed traffic from cell A, is:


 �� ��
 �_� E �� � (5)

This, however, will be reduced due to relaying to the sur-
rounding (“cooler”) tier C cells. Excess traffic in a cell B,
that has to be relayed for perfect load balance is0 
 ��  K
 �32 .
Each tier B cell is surrounded by three tier C cells. Since
spatial distribution of calls in a cell is uniform, only` ;Aa
of traffic covered by ARSs in a cell B can be relayed to
tier C cells. Therefore, maximum traffic that can be served
through primary and secondary relaying isb c3
 �d06�  �7e9 2 ,
where 7�9 is the steady-state blocking probability in tier C
cells. Again, as in the case of relaying from cell A to tier
B cells, it may happen that, for certain traffic patterns, be-
yond : 
�� (where ;f.g: 
��N> b c 
�� 2 amount of traffic from
tier B cells, there may be undesired reverse cooling effect2.
Taking this factor in account, total traffic served through re-
laying in a tier B cell is:

E � �MFHGUIeh 0 
 ��  !
 �L2 & : 
 �d06�  !7 9 2ji � (6)

Therefore, in the steady-state, remaining traffic in a tier B
cell after relaying is:


 9� �M
 ��  E � & (7)

from which one can obtain steady-state call blocking proba
bility in a tier B cell due to relaying as7e9� ��X 0 
N9� &�7�9 Q<2 .

Again, assuming uniform traffic distribution, a tier B cell
will relay equal amount of traffic through each of the three
boundaries connected to the tier C cells. Thus, traffic re
layed through each of the three boundaries from a tier B
cell is \�kl . Traffic received from tier B cells by alternate
cells in tier C are different. A tier C cell, which has only
one boundary to the tier B cells, will receive\ kl amount of
traffic, whereas a tier C cell which has two boundaries to tier
B cells will receive

c \�kl amount of traffic. From Fig. 3, ob-
serve that the alternate C cells will have such an imbalanc
in the amount of received extra traffic. Therefore, although
originally each of tier C cells were carrying equal amount of
traffic, due to the relayed traffic, there will be imbalance be-
tween neighboring tier C cells, and hence exchange of traf
fic. In the steady-state, excess amount of traffic that each o

2This situation may arise when the initial traffic loads in tier B, and tier
C cells are almost at the same level, and very low, whereas the traffic loa
in cell A is at a much higher level, and the fractional ARS coverage,[ , has
an intermediate value (For example, in Fig. 5, this occurs approximately
when m�npo6q�r [ rfm�n sut ).
0-7695-1435-9/02
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the tier C cells will have, isvc�w \�kl � c \�kl@x �y\�kc . So, in the
steady-state, total traffic carried by each of the tier C cells
is 
 9 ��
� � E �� & (8)

which makes the steady-state call blocking probability in a
tier C cell as7�9 �8X 0 
N9 &+7�9 & QZ2 .

Note that the Eqs. (2) and (6), and hence steady-state cal
blocking probabilities in three tiers are inter-related. How-
ever, they remain unequal until the ARS coverage (	 ) is not
sufficient enough to perfectly balance the traffic load in dif-
ferent tiers.

By numerically solving Eqs. (2) and (6), steady-state call
blocking probabilities in different tiers and the traffic capac-
ity gain in cell A are obtained. One way to verify the analyt-
ical results of steady-state iCAR system performance is the
iterative approach. We compute the call blocking probabil-
ities iteratively, by relayingz)
 � and z)
 � amount of traffic
from cell A and a tier B cell, respectively, and makingz)
 �
and z)
 � reasonably small. The algorithm for the iterative
approach is presented in the next section. The numerica
solution and the iterative approach yield identical results.

4 Numerical Results

In this section, we quantify the iCAR system performance.
We are primarily interested in obtaining the system capacity
enhancement through the proposed dynamic load balancing
scheme. The iterative computation algorithm is given be-
low, where the respective instantaneous call blocking prob-
abilities in cells A, B, and C are denoted as7 � , 7 � , and7  .

1. Initialize
E ��{ O �u| � ; , E �6{ O �u| � ;

2. Read
�� , 
�� , 
� , 	
3. Compute7 � , 7 � , 7 
4. If

E ��{ O �u|H. 	-}~
 �z)
����� �FH��� 0 
��f}fX'& :H2 (where e.g., X��; � ;L;3;�� Erlang& : � ; � ;L;3; ` Erlang)

z E � �� @z)
 � } 0B�  17 ��2
If 0 
 �  1z E ��2��%0 
 �_��� \�]^ 2


 � �� �
 �  1z E �
 � �� �
 ����� \�]^E ��{ O �u| �� E ��{ O �u|N� z)
 �
5. If

E �6{ O �u|H. b c }~
 �z)
 � �� �F���� 0 
 � }?X'& :H2 (where e.g., X��; � ;L;3;�� Erlang& : � ; � ;L;3; ` Erlang)

z E ���� �z)
���} 06�  !7� 2
 $17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 5
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If 0 
 �  1z E ��2���0 
 Y��� \�kc 2

����� �
��� 1z E �
  �� �
 _��� \�kcE �6{ O �u|��� E �6{ O �u| � z)
��

6. Recompute7 � , 7 � , 7 
7. If 7�����7����g7� , then END

8. If
E ��{ O �u| � 	e}~
�� and

E �6{ O �u| � b c }~
�� , then END

9. If 7 � ��7 � and
E �6{ O �u|H� b c }~
 � , then END

10. If
E ��{ O �u|-� 	e}~
 � and 7 � �M7  , then END

11. Repeat Steps (4) to (10)

12. END

For numerical results, the parameter values considere
are as follows. Number of wireless channels per cell (Q ) is` ; . Originally, tier B cells are assumed to be operating at
2% call blocking probability, and tier C cells are operating
with 1% call blocking probability (refer to Fig. 3). Cor-
responding traffic intensities in tier B and tier C cells are
��-��� ; � � ` Erlang and 
�����A� � �L; Erlang, respectively.
Traffic intensity in cell A is assumed to be increasing from
��f��� ; � � ` Erlang (corresponding to 2% blocking proba-
bility) onwards.

In the load balancing performance evaluation conducted
in this paper, physical layer issues are not taken into ac
count. In other words, our results are based on perfect phys
ical channel condition. Also, issues like hand-off priority
are not taken into consideration. Fraction of calls in a cell,
covered by ARSs is	 . With a single ARS it is assumed that	?� ; � ; � 3.

Fig. 4 shows the impact of ARS coverage on call block-
ing probability in cell A with relaying. We note that only
partial ARS coverage is necessary to achieve proper loa
balance with relaying. However, the ARS coverage require
ment for perfect load balancing depends on the “heat” leve
of the cell (cell A, in Fig. 3) with respect to the surrounding
cells. This is because the “hotter” (i.e., more congested) th
cell is, the more traffic needs to be relayed which, in turn, is
dependent on the ARS coverage.

In Fig. 5 the impact of ARS coverage on all three tier
cells (cell A, tier B and tier C cells) are plotted. As ex-
pected, with more ARS coverage, since the excess “heat” i
distributed among the surrounding cells, call blocking prob-
ability increases in those cells (tier B, and tier C cells) while
serving the extra traffic from the hot cell (cell A). Also,
observe that, since tier B and tier C cells have very little
difference in initial traffic, load balancing among them is
achieved at much lower value of	 .

3Typical values are : radius of cellular coverage is 1km, and radius of

a single ARS’s coverage is 200m. Hence,[¡  w�¢£ xj¤�¥ m�n m§¦ .
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Figure 4: Call blocking probability in cell A versus normalized
ARS coverage, with two different values of�® . 4¯¡°8±�²L³ ´�µ Er-
lang, �¶�°¸·)¹�³ º�² Erlang, and »�°¼µj² .
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Figure 5: Call blocking probability versus ARS coverage in a
cell. Ã�ÄHÅgÆ�Ç Erlang, Ã4È¡Å8É)Ç�Ê Ë�Ì Erlang, Ã�Í�ÅgÎ)Ï�Ê ÐjÇ Erlang,
and Ñ=Å�ÌdÇ .

In Figures 6 we show the effect of the two relaying
schemes on call blocking probability with different traffic
intensities in cell A. Observe that ARS coverage has a pro
found impact (up to 70%, in our example) on the relaying
performance.

Traffic capacity enhancement in our 3-tier iCAR system
model is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 7. Note that the capacit
of iCAR system increases almost linearly, as the ARS cov
erage area in a cell increases. Observe from Table 1 that
our 3-tier cell model, the proposed iCAR system support
approximatelyÒ�Ó Erlang more traffic in a hot cell (cell A)
(with approximate normalized ARS coverage ofÔÖÕg×�Ø ÙAÒ ),
for a given (2%) system-wide call blocking probability. In
Fig. 7, the truncation of the curve beyond a point (approxi
mately 28Erlang) occurs because we restrict the acceptabl
$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE 6
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Table 1: Performance of iCAR system for different normalized
ARS coverage

Normalized ARS coverage (ê ) Capacity increase (Erlang)

0.04 1.64
0.08 3.44
0.12 5.40
0.14 6.44
0.16 7.52

...
...

0.42 27.94
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Figure 7: Capacity enhancement in iCAR system.4¯�°�±�²L³ ´�µ
Erlang, �¶/°%·)¹�³ º�² Erlang, and »�°�µd² .  ® is increased from±)²�³ ´�µ Erlang onwards.

call blocking probability of the system to 2%.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, a detailed performance analysis of iCAR sys-
tem - a novel next generation wireless network architecture
- is presented. It is shown that traffic capacity in a cell
increases almost linearly with ARS coverage. For a cer-
tain GoS, with sufficient ARS coverage traffic capacity en-
hancement is quite substantial. Depending on the possibl
amount of excess traffic (i.e., traffic imbalance) in a cell, the
network operator can decide on deploying additional relay
stations, thus keeping a balance between added system co
and necessary capacity enhancement.

It may be noted that the limitations (e.g., channel lock-
ing, limited area of coverage overlap) in conventional load
balancing schemes without relaying technique do not ex
ist in the iCAR system. However, because of introduction
of ISM band channels as facilitators in channel borrowing,
in addition to the cost factor, the problems associated with
the ISM band communications (e.g., interference) are intro-
duced. Also, ARS management and dynamic routing re-
quirements associated with this scheme add to the perfor
mance overhead.
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